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Clinic Information

Clinic/Company Name

Main point of contact for AHead Name:

Email:

Phone:

Preferred Method of Contact? (Email vs
Phone vs other)

Typical availability for contact:

How many clinic locations do you have?

How many hearing healthcare professionals
do you employ?

What is the composition of your hearing
healthcare staff? (I.e. 30% AuD, 60%
Dispenser, 10% clinical assistant)

What are the most important metrics you use
to track the health of your business?

Is there a specific metric you are looking at
improving the next 12-18 months?

What are the main hearing aid brands you
dispense?

What is your main differentiator between
competitor clinics?

Do you have any key objectives/goals for the
next 12-18 months?
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Your Offerings / Equipment

Do you offer free hearing tests?

Do you offer trials for hearing aids?

Do you offer real-ear measurement for your
fittings?

Do you offer diagnostics as a value-add to
clients? If so, which ones?

Do you offer cerumen management as a
standalone line item for clients?

How much of your marketing budget do you
spend on digital marketing?

Are there any expected updates to the above
in the next 12-18 months?
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Education Requirements

Who conducts onboarding, training,
continuing education, etc at your
organization?

Do you have any employees in which they’re
main role is training and education for your
staff?

If so, how many days a week are they
travelling on average?

How many student externships will you fill in
a typical year?

Do you test hands-on skills or competencies
during the interview process?

What is your typical onboarding process?

How do you offer continuing education for
your staff?

Simulation Experience
What simulation products have you had
experience with (Kyoto Manikin, Verifit
simulations, etc.)?

How many simulators do you currently have
in use?

Do you use any of these products regularly?
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Purchasing Requirements

Financial Decision Maker Name:

Email:

Phone:

What is your clinic’s fiscal year end & when
must funding requests be sent in?

What is the typical budget per year for new
equipment?

Is there a targeted ROI that is required for
your organization to make purchase
decisions?

Do you typically engage in a pilot program to
trial new equipment before purchasing in
larger volume?

Would you prefer a one-time equipment
purchase, or break-down into monthly
payments?
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Objectives & Barriers
What are some challenges your organization has had in the past?

____ High return/remake rate

____ High turnover + hard to keep good employees

____ More repeat visits than expected (losing clinic time)

____ Poor client satisfaction / likelihood of success with their hearing device

____ Generating revenue from things other than selling hearing devices

____ Adapting standards and protocol for teleaudiology and remote appointments

____ Finding a way to differentiate our clinic and offerings

____ Lead generation

____ Other:

What are your top-line objectives for the next 12-18 months?

If you were a patient in your lowest performing clinic, what would be a potential problematic
issue you would encounter?
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With your best judgement, rank the following objectives you are hoping to achieve with CARL
in your clinic. Rank (1) for most important, or (10) for least important. This will help us
customize which products will best fill your unique requirements.

____ Hands-on interviewing, onboarding, and skill development for new potential employees

____ Better clinical equipment knowledge and proficiency of my staff

____ Improved hands-on skills for REM, EMI, cerumen management for better fittings, better
care, and more efficient clinic time

____ Educate support staff on basic procedures to increase ability to provide care

____ Baseline all professionals up to specific competency line for your organization

____ Standardize training and education across all locations

____ Remote inter-company training sessions with CARL

____ Increase ability to hire student for externships

____ Engaging patient consultations

____ Better patient education to minimize hearing aid placement issues and repeat visits

____ Unique and engaging marketing material to increase lead generation and differentiation

Rank the following items in terms of specific features you are interested in with regard to
AHead’s CARL simulators.

___ Standard Manikin to educate staff and patients

___ Ears made directly from CT scans with realistic texture, flexibility, and acoustics

___ Different available ear anatomies for variation

___ In-canal object-tracking system

___ Software to track staff progress & save results

___ Pediatric anatomy

If you would like consultation for your requirements, email
this document to sales@aheadsimulations.com.
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